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EREMENKO POINTS AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE
ESCAPING SET
P. J. RIPPON AND G. M. STALLARD
Abstract. Much recent work on the iterates of a transcendental entire func-
tion f has been motivated by Eremenko’s conjecture that all the components
of the escaping set I(f) are unbounded. We prove several general results about
the topological structure of I(f) including the fact that if I(f) is disconnected,
then it contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint unbounded continua, all
of which are subsets of AR(f), the ‘core’ of the fast escaping set. We also show
that, for some R > 0, the set AR(f) is connected and has the structure of an
infinite spider’s web or it contains uncountably many unbounded connected
Fσ sets. There are analogous results for the intersections of these sets with
the Julia set when multiply connected wandering domains are not present, but
very different results when such wandering domains are present. In proving
these, we obtain the unexpected result that some types of multiply connected
wandering domains have complementary components with no interior, indeed
uncountably many.
1. Introduction
Let f be a transcendental entire function and denote by fn, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , the
nth iterate of f . The Fatou set F (f) is defined to be the set of points z ∈ C such
that (fn)n∈N forms a normal family in some neighborhood of z, and the Julia
set of f is the complement of F (f). The components of F (f) are called Fatou
components. An introduction to the properties of these sets can be found in [5].
The escaping set
I(f) = {z : fn(z)→∞ as n→∞}
was first studied in detail by Eremenko [12], who made what is known as ‘Ere-
menko’s conjecture’, which states that all the components of I(f) are unbounded.
This conjecture remains unsolved, though there are several important classes of
entire functions for which it is known to be true, including many functions for
which I(f) is connected (see [17], [25], [27], [28], [34] and [37], for example).
In general, the topological structure of I(f) can be highly complicated (see [30,
Theorems 1.2 and 1.8], for example) and until now the only general results about
I(f) which hold for all transcendental entire functions were the following:
(a) I(f) ∩ J(f) 6= ∅, J(f) = ∂I(f) and I(f) has no bounded components;
(b) I(f) has at least one unbounded component and, more precisely, either
I(f) is connected or it has infinitely many unbounded components;
(c) I(f) ∪ {∞} is connected.
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The properties in (a) were obtained by Eremenko in [12], and we obtained prop-
erties (b) and (c) in [34, Theorem 1.1], [33, Theorem 4.1] and [36, Theorem 1.3]
by using properties of the fast escaping set, A(f), to be defined shortly.
In studying I(f), two main topological structures have been identified, which
occur widely. First, for many transcendental entire functions the set I(f) con-
tains a Cantor bouquet, and in some cases is a subset of a Cantor bouquet. This
topological concept was introduced in [11] and then described in a more general
form in [3], where it is defined to be a set that is ambiently homeomorphic to
a straight brush. In particular, a Cantor bouquet consists of uncountably many
unbounded curves. Amongst the transcendental entire functions that have this
property are entire functions of finite order in the Eremenko–Lyubich class B;
see [37].
The second topological structure of I(f) which occurs for many transcendental
entire functions is a spider’s web. In [34], we defined a set S to be an (infinite)
spider’s web if S is connected and there exists a sequence (Gn) of bounded simply
connected domains such that
Gn ⊂ Gn+1 and ∂Gn ⊂ S, for n ∈ N, and
∞⋃
n=1
Gn = C.
Amongst the transcendental entire functions for which I(f) is a spider’s web
are many entire functions of order less than 1/2, and all transcendental entire
functions that have multiply connected Fatou components; see [33].
Our first result shows that in some sense the escaping set of any transcendental
entire function contains at least one of these two structures. We recall from [34]
that if I(f) contains a spider’s web, then it is a spider’s web.
Theorem 1.1. Let f be a transcendental entire function and suppose that I(f)
is not a spider’s web. Then I(f) contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint
unbounded connected Fσ sets.
Remarks 1. There are examples of transcendental entire functions for which I(f)
is a spider’s web and at the same time I(f) contains uncountably many pairwise
disjoint curves; for example, the Fatou function f(z) = z + 1 + e−z has an I(f)
spider’s web and its escaping set contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint
curves that form a Cantor bouquet; see [13].
2. The exponential function f(z) = ez is an example of a function for which
I(f) is not a spider’s web [23]. So the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 hold for this
function, even though in this case I(f) is connected [28].
We can obtain a stronger conclusion if we strengthen the hypothesis about I(f)
to assume that its complement contains an unbounded continuum (that is, an
unbounded closed connected set), in particular if we assume that I(f) is discon-
nected. This requires a different method of proof to that of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. Let f be a transcendental entire function and suppose that there
exists an unbounded continuum in I(f)c.
If D is any open disc meeting J(f), then the set I(f) \D has uncountably many
unbounded components that meet ∂D, each containing an unbounded continuum,
and these components are separated in C \D by unbounded continua in I(f)c.
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Remarks 1. Whenever I(f) is disconnected, there exists a closed connected set
Γ ⊂ I(f)c such that I(f) meets at least two complementary components of Γ;
see [27]. The set Γ can have no bounded complementary components, by [33,
Theorem 4.1], so it must be an unbounded continuum. Thus I(f)c contains an
unbounded continuum whenever I(f) is disconnected.
2. In [22], we defined a weak spider’s web to be a set with no unbounded contin-
uum in its complement. Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 is that I(f) is not
a weak spider’s web.
3. As noted above, if I(f) is disconnected, then it must have infinitely many
unbounded components. It is not known whether in this case I(f) must have
uncountably many components. Theorem 1.2 shows that if I(f) is disconnected
and has only countably many components, then the topological structure of I(f)
must be extremely complicated.
4. There are versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in which I(f) is replaced through-
out by a subset of I(f) called the fast escaping set A(f), defined below. We omit
the statements of these A(f) versions, whose proofs are similar to those for the
I(f) versions.
We prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by using the core AR(f) of the fast escaping set
A(f), introduced in [8], which can be defined as follows; see [34]. Put
(1.1) AR(f) = {z : |fn(z)| ≥Mn(R), for n ∈ N},
where M(r) = M(r, f) = max{|f(z)| : |z| = r}, r > 0, Mn(r) = Mn(r, f)
denotes the n-th iterate of r 7→M(r, f), and R > 0 is so large that M(r) > r for
r ≥ R, and then put
A(f) = {z : for some ` ∈ N, f `(z) ∈ AR(f)}.
This definition of A(f) is independent of R.
The set A(f) has stronger properties than I(f); for example, the components of
AR(f) and A(f) are always unbounded [33]. Also, if the set AR(f) is a spider’s
web, for some R > 0, then so are A(f) and I(f) [34] (in particular, these sets
are connected), and moreover I(f) has many strong properties [21].
We deduce Theorem 1.1 from a general result about AR(f). To state this result,
we define
(1.2) R(f) = inf{R ∈ [0,∞) : M(r) > r, for r ≥ R},
which is the least number such that AR(f) can be defined for all R > R(f). We
recall that if AR(f) is a spider’s web for some R > R(f), then AR(f) is a spider’s
web for all R > R(f); see [34, Lemma 7.1(d)].
There are many classes of entire functions for which AR(f) is a spider’s web
and there are also many classes for which AR(f) contains uncountably many
pairwise disjoint unbounded connected sets (indeed in many cases uncountably
many unbounded curves); see [34, Section 8] and [29]. The following theorem
shows that for any entire function one of these two extreme situations must occur
for many values of R.
Theorem 1.3. Let f be a transcendental entire function and let R(f) be given
by (1.2). Then one of the following holds.
(a) AR(f) is a spider’s web for all R > R(f).
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(b) There is a dense set of values of R ∈ (R(f),∞) for which AR(f) contains
uncountably many pairwise disjoint unbounded connected Fσ sets.
Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3; indeed, if I(f) is not
a spider’s web, then AR(f) is not a spider’s web for any value of R, so I(f)
contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint unbounded connected Fσ subsets
of AR(f) for many values of R > 0.
Theorem 1.3 is proved using several different ideas. We begin by significantly
refining Eremenko’s original construction [12] of points in I(f), drawing out
the implications of the classical Wiman–Valiron theory on which his method is
based, in a way that may have wider applications. This enables us to construct
uncountably many points in AR(f) for a particular value of R, each with a
distinct type of itinerary, which we call a Wiman–Valiron itinerary. Each of
these Eremenko points lies in a certain unbounded connected subset of AR(f),
and we then use delicate arguments involving conformal mapping and the theory
of prime ends to show that if two of these unbounded connected subsets of AR(f)
corresponding to distinct Eremenko points coincide, then AR(f) is a spider’s web.
The fact that AR(f) is closed is essential to our arguments.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is rather different. It again builds on our construction
of Eremenko points, but uses the method of their construction to pull back
unbounded continua in A(f) and I(f)c in a systematic manner.
Next, we discuss results relating to the intersections of I(f), A(f) and AR(f)
with the Julia set of f . We recall that if all the Fatou components of f are simply
connected, that is, f has no multiply connected wandering domains, then all the
components of J(f), and also of AR(f)∩ J(f) are unbounded; see [34, Theorem
1.3]. Moreover, in this situation all the Eremenko points of f lie in J(f); see
[12] and Theorem 3.3 (c) below. Therefore, for the intersections with J(f), our
proofs give analogous results to Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, such as the following,
whose proof we omit.
Theorem 1.4. Let f be a transcendental entire function with no multiply con-
nected wandering domains and let R(f) be given by (1.2). Then one of the
following holds.
(a) AR(f) ∩ J(f) is a spider’s web for all R > R(f).
(b) There is a dense set of values of R ∈ (R(f),∞) for which AR(f) ∩
J(f) contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint unbounded connected
Fσ sets.
Finally, we consider the situation where f does have a multiply connected wan-
dering domain. In this case the sets I(f), A(f) and AR(f) are all connected,
and are in fact spiders’ webs [34, Theorem 1.5], whereas the components of
I(f) ∩ J(f), A(f) ∩ J(f) and AR(f) ∩ J(f) are all bounded. We first show that
in this case there are always uncountably many components of I(f) ∩ J(f).
Theorem 1.5. Let f be a transcendental entire function with a multiply con-
nected wandering domain. Then I(f)∩J(f) has uncountably many components,
each of which is bounded.
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The proof of Theorem 1.5 shows that within each component of I(f)∩J(f) points
all escape at the same rate, and that this rate of escape is extremely variable
across the range of such components.
In contrast, we show that the sets A(f)∩J(f) and AR(f)∩J(f) may have either
countably many or uncountably many components in the case of multiply con-
nected wandering domains. The term ‘inner connectivity’ used here is explained
and discussed in detail in Section 7.
Theorem 1.6. (a) Let f be a transcendental entire function with a multiply
connected wandering domain U and suppose that R > R(f). If U has infinite
inner connectivity, then U has uncountably many complementary components,
and hence AR(f) ∩ J(f) and A(f) ∩ J(f) have uncountably many components,
each of which is bounded.
(b) There exists a transcendental entire function f with a multiply connected
wandering domain and R > R(f) such that AR(f) ∩ J(f) and A(f) ∩ J(f) have
only countably many components, each of which is bounded.
Remarks 1. Theorem 1.6 (a) shows that there exist transcendental entire func-
tions with multiply connected wandering domains that have uncountably many
complementary components with no interior. See Theorem 8.1 for more details.
2. The function in Theorem 1.6 (b) is a remarkable example due to Chris
Bishop [10], constructed to solve a longstanding open problem of whether there
is a transcendental entire function with Julia set of Hausdorff dimension 1, and
we show here that this function has yet another surprising property.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains some topological results we
use in several proofs. Section 3 contains our construction of uncountably many
Eremenko points. Further properties of this Eremenko points construction are
then given in Section 4, followed by the proof of Theorem 1.3 in Section 5. The
proof of Theorem 1.2 is then given in Section 6. Section 7 contains background
material on multiply connected wandering domains, Section 8 gives our new
results on the structure of such wandering domains, and Section 9 contains the
proofs of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. Note that Sections 7, 8 and 9 can be read
independently of the earlier sections. Finally, in Section 10 we state some open
problems related to our results.
2. Topological preliminaries
To prove our theorems, we need several results from point set topology, which we
state here for the reader’s convenience. The two results in the following lemma
are classical; see [19, pages 84 and 143].
Lemma 2.1. (a) If E0 is a continuum in Cˆ, E1 is a closed subset of E0
and C is a component of E0 \ E1, then C meets E1.
(b) If C1 and C2 are two components of a closed set E in Cˆ, then there is a
Jordan curve in Cˆ \ E that separates C1 and C2.
Lemma 2.1 (a) has two corollaries that we use frequently.
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Corollary 2.2. Let Γ be an unbounded continuum which meets the circle C =
{z : |z| = r}, where r > 0. Then Γ∩{z : |z| ≥ r} has at least one component that
is an unbounded continuum, Γ′ say, and any such component satisfies Γ′∩C 6= ∅.
Proof. The set Γˆ = Γ ∪ {∞} is a continuum in Cˆ. Then, by Lemma 2.1 (a), the
closure of every component of Γˆ \ {z : |z| ≤ r} meets C. Let Γˆ′ be the closure
of the component of Γˆ \ {z : |z| ≤ r} that contains ∞. Then any component, Γ′
say, of Γˆ′ \ {∞} that meets C is unbounded, by Lemma 2.1 (a) again. In fact,
every component of Γˆ′ \ {∞} must meet C, since otherwise we could obtain a
contradiction to the connectedness of Γ ∪ {z : |z| ≤ r}. 
Our next corollary involves certain unbounded connected subsets of an un-
bounded continuum, which play a key role in this paper.
Corollary 2.3. Let Γ be an unbounded continuum and suppose that z ∈ Γ. Then
(2.1) Γ(z) =
⋃
{K : K is a continuum, z ∈ K,K ⊂ Γ}
is an unbounded connected Fσ subset of Γ. Also, if Γ(z) ∩ Γ(z′) 6= ∅, where
z, z′ ∈ Γ, then Γ(z) = Γ(z′).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 (a) that for all r > |z| the set Γ∩ {z : |z| ≤ r}
contains a unique continuum, Γr(z) say, which contains z and also meets the
circle {z : |z| = r}. Clearly Γr(z) ⊂ Γ(z) for all r > |z|, so Γ(z) is nonempty
and unbounded, and evidently connected. To see that Γ(z) is an Fσ set, note
that for any continuum K such that z ∈ K and K ⊂ Γ ∩ {z : |z| ≤ r} we have
K ⊂ Γr(z), so Γr1(z) ⊂ Γr2(z), for r2 > r1 > |z|, and
Γ(z) =
⋃
r>|z|
Γr(z) =
⋃
n∈N,n>|z|
Γn(z). 
Remark In many cases the set Γ(z) defined in (2.1) is itself an unbounded con-
tinuum, but not always.
Finally we shall need the following simple topological lemma; see [32, Lemma 1].
Lemma 2.4. Let En, n ≥ 0, be a sequence of non-empty compact sets in C and
f : C→ Cˆ be a continuous function such that
(2.2) f(En) ⊃ En+1, for n ≥ 0.
Then there exists ζ such that fn(ζ) ∈ En, for n ≥ 0.
If f is also meromorphic and En∩J(f) 6= ∅, for n ≥ 0, then there exists ζ ∈ J(f)
such that fn(ζ) ∈ En, for n ≥ 0.
3. Constructing uncountably many Eremenko points
It was shown in [8] that Eremenko’s construction in [12] of points in I(f) actually
gives points that are in A(f). Points constructed in this way have particularly
nice properties and as noted earlier we often refer to them as Eremenko points;
see [31] and [7]. Eremenko’s construction was based on Wiman–Valiron theory,
and here we use a modification of this construction to give uncountably many
such points. In Theorem 3.1 we give a key result of Wiman–Valiron theory (see
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[16], for example) which describes the behaviour of an entire function f near
points at which f takes its maximum modulus.
Let f(z) =
∑∞
n=0 anz
n be a transcendental entire function and, for r > 0, let
z(r) denote a point such that
|z(r)| = r and |f(z(r))| = M(r).
Also, let N(r) be the largest value of n for which |an|rn is maximal. Note that
N(r) is increasing with r and N(r)→∞ as r →∞.
Theorem 3.1. Let f be a transcendental entire function and let α > 1/2. There
exists a set E ⊂ (0,∞) such that ∫
E
(1/t) dt <∞ and, for r ∈ (0,∞) \ E,
(3.1) f(z) =
(
z
z(r)
)N(r)
f(z(r))(1 + ε(r, z, α)), for |z − z(r)| < r/(N(r))α,
where ε(r, z, α)→ 0 uniformly with respect to z as r →∞, r /∈ E.
We need the following consequence of Theorem 3.1, which is related to [34,
Theorem 2.4] but gives more precise information.
Theorem 3.2. Let f be a transcendental entire function, K ≥ 20pi, and put
(3.2) Dr,K = {z : |z − z(r)| < Kr/N(r)}, r > 0.
Then there exists a set EK ⊂ (0,∞) with
∫
EK
(1/t) dt <∞ such that, if
r ∈ [1,∞) \ EK, then
• the disc Dr,K contains a closed quadrilateral Qr,K that can be partitioned
into quadrilaterals Qr,K,j, where j ∈ Z, |j| ≤ K/(10pi), labelled in anti-
clockwise order with respect to the origin, such that z(r) ∈ Qr,K,0 and the
interior of each Qr,K,j is a univalent preimage under f of the cut annulus
{w : 1
2
M(r) < |w| < 2M(r), | arg(w/f(z(r)))| < pi};
• if B is a compact subset of any disc D in the cut annulus above and B−1
is a component of f−1(B) ∩Qr,K, then
(3.3) diamB ≥ c(f,K)N(r)M(r)
r
diamB−1,
where c = c(f,K) > 0 is a constant that depends only on f and K.
Proof. Let α = 3/4 and let E be the corresponding exceptional set defined in
Theorem 3.1. Since α < 1, it follows from Theorem 3.1 together with the fact
that N(r) → ∞ as r → ∞ that we can take r(f,K) > 0 so large that, for
r ≥ r(f,K), r /∈ E, and z ∈ Dr,K , we have the linear approximation
log
(
f(z)
f(z(r))
)
= N(r) log
(
z
z(r)
)
+ log(1 + ε(r, z))
= N(r)
(
z − z(r)
z(r)
)
+ ε1(r, z),(3.4)
where |ε1(r, z)| ≤ 1/100. We can now use Rouche´’s theorem to deduce from (3.4)
that we can also take r(f,K) > 0 so large that if r ≥ r(f,K), r /∈ E, then the
function
g(z) = log(f(z)/f(z(r)))
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maps Dr,K univalently, with g(z(r)) = 0, and that g(Dr,K) contains the disc with
centre 0 and radius 1
2
K, and hence contains the square
{w : |<w| ≤ 1
4
K, |=w| ≤ 1
4
K}.
Now, since K ≥ 20pi, this square contains all rectangles of the form
Rj = {w : |<w| < log 2, |=w − 2jpi| < pi}, j ∈ Z, |j| ≤ K/(10pi).
Since K/(10pi) ≥ 2 and |f(z(r))| = M(r), we deduce that, for r ≥ r(f,K),
r /∈ E, there are at least five quadrilaterals of the form Qr,K,j = g−1(Rj) in Dr,K
such that z(r) ∈ Qr,K,0, f acts univalently on Qr,K,j, and
f(Qr,K,j) = f(z(r)) exp(Rj)
= {w : 1
2
M(r) < |w| < 2M(r), | arg(w/f(z(r)))| < pi},
as required. The union of the closures of these Qr,K,j, |j| ≤ K/(10pi), forms the
required quadrilateral Qr,K , which contains z(r) since z(r) ∈ Qr,K,0.
The estimate (3.3) follows by expressing f in Dr,K as in (3.4) and again consid-
ering the function in two stages as f(z) = f(z(r)) exp(g(z)). 
Next, we use Theorem 3.2 to construct uncountably many Eremenko points,
each with a different ‘Wiman–Valiron itinerary’ determined by a sequence of
quadrilaterals to which Theorem 3.2 has been applied successively, and each lying
in AR(f) for the same suitably defined value of R. In the proof of Theorem 3.3
we use the following notation for an open annulus:
A(r, R) = {z : r < |z| < R}, 0 < r < R.
Theorem 3.3. Let f be a transcendental entire function and let R(f) be defined
by (1.2). There exists R1(f) ≥ R(f) such that if r0 ≥ R1(f), then there exist
sequences of positive numbers (rn), complex numbers (zn), and quadrilaterals
(Qn), each of which can be partitioned into the union of five quadrilaterals with
interiors Qn,j, for j = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2, labelled in anticlockwise order with respect
to the origin, such that, for n ≥ 0,
(3.5) 5
4
rn ≤ |zn| ≤ 74rn and rn+1 = |f(zn)| = M(|zn|),
(3.6) zn ∈ Qn,0 ⊂ Qn ⊂ A(rn, 2rn),
and
(3.7) f maps Qn,j univalently onto An+1, for j = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2,
where
An+1 = {w : 12rn+1 < |w| < 2rn+1, | arg(w/f(zn))| < pi}.
Furthermore,
(a) the sequence M−n(rn), n ≥ 0, is strictly increasing and its limit R satisfies
(3.8) r0 < |z0| < R < 2r0;
(b) for each sequence of the form jn = ±1, n ≥ 0, there exists a unique point
z(jn) ∈ Q0,j0 with Wiman–Valiron itinerary (jn)n≥0, in the sense that
(3.9) fn(z(jn)) ∈ Qn,jn , for n ≥ 0,
and z(jn) ∈ AR(f);
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An+1
zn
f(zn)
fQn,2
Qn,−2
Figure 1. The quadrilaterals Qn,j , j = −2, . . . , 2, and the cut annulus An+1
(c) if f has no multiply connected wandering domains, then each z(jn) lies
in J(f);
(d) for each sequence of the form jn = ±1, n ≥ 0, and k ∈ N, fk(z(jn)) is the
unique point in Qk,jk with itinerary (jk+n)n≥0, and f
k(z(jn)) ∈ AMk(R)(f).
The quadrilaterals Qn,j, j = −2, . . . , 2, and the cut annulus An+1 are illustrated
schematically in Figure 1.
Remarks 1. It will be clear from the proof of Theorem 3.3 that the constructed
Eremenko point z(jn) actually satisfies f
n(z(jn)) ∈ Qn,jn , for n ≥ 0.
2. In this proof, and in later proofs in this paper, we often use the fact that
(3.10) z ∈ AR(f) if and only if fk(z) ∈ AMk(R)(f), for R > R(f), k ∈ N,
which follows immediately from the definition of AR(f) in (1.1).
In the proof of Theorem 3.3 and later in the paper we need the following basic
properties of the maximum modulus of a transcendental entire function; see [31,
Lemma 2.2].
Lemma 3.4. Let f be a transcendental entire function. There exists R0(f) > 0
such that
(3.11) M(rc) ≥M(r)c, for r ≥ R0(f), c > 1,
and it follows that for any k > 1 we have
(3.12) M(kr)/M(r)→∞ as r →∞.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We apply Theorem 3.2 with K = 20pi and EK the corre-
sponding exceptional set given by Theorem 3.2. Then there exists R1(f) > 1 so
large that
(3.13)
∫
EK∩(R1(f),∞)
1
t
dt < log
7
5
,
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and
(3.14)
K
N(r)
<
1
8
and M(r) > r, for r ≥ R1(f).
By (3.12), we can also choose R1(f) so large that
(3.15) M(9
8
r) ≥ 2M(r), for r ≥ R1(f).
As in Theorem 3.2, we let Dr,K = {z : |z − z(r)| < Kr/N(r)} and note that, by
the first statement in (3.14),
(3.16) Dr,K ⊂ A
(
7
8
r, 9
8
r
)
, for r ≥ R1(f).
Take r0 ≥ R1(f). It follows from Theorem 3.2 and (3.13) that there exists
(3.17) r′0 ∈
[
5
4
r0,
7
4
r0
] \ EK ,
and z0 = z(r
′
0) such that
• the disc D0 = Dr′0,K contains a quadrilateral Q0 that can be partitioned
into five quadrilateralsQ0,j, j = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2, with z0 ∈ Q0,0, the interior
of each of which is a univalent preimage under f of the cut annulus
A1 = {w : 12M(|z0|) < |w| < 2M(|z0|), | arg(w/f(z0))| < pi};
• if B is a compact subset of any disc D ⊂ A1 and B−1 is a component of
f−1(B) ∩Q0, then
diamB ≥ c(f,K)N(|z0|)M(|z0|)|z0| diamB−1,
where c = c(f,K) > 0 is a constant that depends only on f and K.
Note that, by (3.16) and (3.17), we have
(3.18) Q0 ⊂ D0 ⊂ A(r0, 2r0).
Repeating this process with r1 = |f(z0)| = M(|z0|) instead of r0, we deduce that
there exists r′1 ∈
[
5
4
r1,
7
4
r1
] \ EK and z1 = z(r′1) such that
• the disc D1 = Dr′1,K contains a quadrilateral Q1 that can be partitioned
into five quadrilateralsQ1,j, j = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2, with z1 ∈ Q1,0, the interior
of each of which is a univalent preimage under f of the cut annulus
A2 = {w : 12M(|z1|) < |w| < 2M(|z1|), | arg(w/f(z1))| < pi};
• if B is a compact subset of any disc D ⊂ A2 and B−1 is a component of
f−1(B) ∩Q1, then
diamB ≥ c(f,K)N(|z1|)M(|z1|)|z1| diamB−1.
Carrying out this process repeatedly, we obtain sequences of positive numbers
(rn), complex numbers (zn) such that
5
4
rn ≤ |zn| ≤ 74rn, and, for n ≥ 0, discs
(3.19) Dn = {z : |z − zn| < K|zn|/N(|zn|)} ⊂ A(78 |zn|, 98 |zn|) ⊂ A(rn, 2rn),
quadrilaterals
Qn,j ⊂ Qn ⊂ Dn, j = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2,
and cut annuli
An+1 = {w : 12rn+1 < |w| < 2rn+1, | arg(w/f(zn))| < pi},
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that satisfy (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), and also:
if B is a compact subset of any disc D ⊂ An+1 and B−1 is a component of
f−1(B) ∩Qn, then
(3.20) diamB ≥ c(f,K)N(|zn|)M(|zn|)|zn| diamB−1.
To prove part (a) of Theorem 3.3 we note that, by the construction and (3.15),
we have, for n ≥ 0,
rn+1 = M(|zn|) > M(rn) and M(2rn) > M(98 |zn|) ≥ 2M(|zn|) = 2rn+1.
Hence,
(3.21) r0 < |z0| = M−1(r1) < M−2(r2) < · · · < M−2(2r2) < M−1(2r1) < 2r0,
from which part (a) follows.
Now let (jn) denote any sequence whose elements are ±1. It follows from (3.6)
and (3.7) that
f(Qn,jn) ⊃ An+1 ⊃ Qn+1,jn+1 , for n ≥ 0.
Thus, given (jn), we can construct a sequence of compact sets Bn such that
B0 = Q0,j0 and, for n ∈ N, Bn is a component of f−n(Qn,jn) with Bn ⊂ Bn−1.
Then
⋂∞
n=0Bn is a nested intersection of compact sets and is therefore non-empty.
To prove part (b) we show that
⋂∞
n=0Bn consists of a single point. By (3.20),
applied with B = fk+1(Bn) and B−1 = fk(Bn) for k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and
also (3.5), (3.6) and (3.19), we deduce that, for each n ∈ N,
diamBn ≤
(
n−1∏
k=0
|zk|
c(f,K)N(|zk|)M(|zk|)
)
diamQn,jn
≤
(
n−1∏
k=0
|zk|
c(f,K)N(|zk|)M(|zk|)
)
2K|zn|
N(|zn|)
≤ K2
n+1|z0|
c(f,K)nN(|z0|)N(|z1|) · · ·N(|zn|) → 0 as n→∞,
since Qn,jn ⊂ Dn, diamDn = 2K|zn|/N(|zn|), and N(r) → ∞ as r → ∞. Thus⋂∞
n=0Bn consists of a single point.
For the given sequence (jn), we let
⋂∞
n=0Bn = {z(jn)}. Then, for each n ∈ N,
fn(z(jn)) ∈ Qn,jn , so (3.9) holds.
We now show that z(jn) ∈ AR(f). If not, there exists R′ < R and N1 ∈ N such
that
|fn(z(jn))| ≤Mn(R′), for n ≥ N1.
But, by (3.21), there also exists N2 ∈ N such that
M−n(rn) > R′, for n ≥ N2,
so
|fn(z(jn))| < rn, for n ≥ max{N1, N2},
a contradiction to (3.6) and (3.9). This proves part (b).
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To prove part (c), we observe that if there exists an open disc D such that
z(jn) ∈ D ⊂ F (f), then there exists N0 ∈ N such that
Bn ⊂ D, for n ≥ N0.
Since Bn is a component of f
−n(Qn,jn), we deduce that
Qn,jn = f
n(Bn) ⊂ fn(D) ⊂ F (f), for n ≥ N0,
so
An+1 = f
n+1(Bn) ⊂ F (f), for n ≥ N0,
and hence An+1 is contained in a multiply connected wandering domain for n
sufficiently large.
Finally, to prove part (d) we follow the construction in part (a), but start from
Qk,jk instead of Q0,j0 , with the itinerary (jk+n) instead of (jn), and use the facts
that fk(z) ∈ AMk(R)(f) whenever z ∈ AR(f), and
lim
n→∞
M−n(rk+n) = lim
n→∞
Mk(M−n−k(rk+n)) = Mk(R). 
4. Further properties of the Eremenko points construction
Theorem 3.3 shows that in each interval of the form (r0, 2r0), where r0 ≥ R1(f),
we can choose R with the property that there are points in AR(f) each of whose
orbits passes through a sequence of quadrilaterals Qn,jn ⊂ Qn, n ≥ 0, correspond-
ing to one of the uncountably many Wiman–Valiron itineraries (jn), jn = ±1. To
prove Theorem 1.3 we shall require some further properties of these quadrilaterals
Qn,jn , each of which is a univalent preimage under f of
An+1 = {w : 12rn+1 < |w| < 2rn+1, | arg(w/f(zn))| < pi}.
We label the ‘inner edges’ of Qn and Qn,jn , which are mapped under f to {w :
|w| = 1
2
rn+1}, as αn and αn,jn , respectively.
Theorem 4.1. Let f be a transcendental entire function, let (rn), (zn), (Qn),
(Qn,jn), z(jn) and R be as in Theorem 3.3, and let the inner edges of Qn and
Qn,jn be as defined above. Then, for n ≥ 0,
(4.1) rn < |zn| < Mn(R) ≤ |fn(z(jn))| < 2rn,
and
(4.2) αn ⊂ {z : |z| < |zn|} ⊂ {z : |z| < Mn(R)}.
Also, if Gn is the component of Qn,jn \AMn(R)(f) whose boundary contains αn,jn,
then Gn is simply connected,
(4.3) Qn,jn ∩ {z : |z| < Mn(R)} ⊂ Gn and fn(z(jn)) ∈ ∂Gn.
Proof. The inequalities in (4.1) follow from the construction in Theorem 3.3 in
the same way that those in part (a) of Theorem 3.3 do (this is the special case
when n = 0), together with the fact that z(jn) ∈ AR(f); see Theorem 3.3 (b).
Next, we prove property (4.2). It follows by (3.4) that, for n ≥ 0, we have
(4.4) gn(z) = log
(
f(z)
f(zn)
)
= N(|zn|)
(
z − zn
zn
)
+ ε1(z, |zn|), for z ∈ Dn,
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where the disc Dn is defined by (3.19) and |ε1(z, |zn|)| ≤ 1/100. The function gn
maps Dn univalently, with gn(zn) = 0, and gn(Dn) contains the square
{w : |<w| ≤ 5pi, |=w| ≤ 5pi},
since K = 20pi in Theorem 3.3. Also, for n ≥ 0,
Qn = g
−1
n ({w : |<w| < log 2, |=w| < 5pi}),
and
Qn,j = g
−1
n ({w : |<w| < log 2, |=w − 2jpi| < pi}), j = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2.
Since αn is the ‘inner’ edge of Qn, we deduce by considering the inverse of the
linear approximation (4.4) that
αn ⊂ {z : |z| < |zn|} ⊂ {z : |z| < Mn(R)},
as required.
The domain Gn is simply connected because the set AMn(R)(f) has no bounded
components. The first part of (4.3) follows from the definition of Gn and the
fact that AMn(R)(f) ⊂ {z : |z| ≥Mn(R)}.
To prove the second part of (4.3), note first that f maps Gn univalently onto a
simply connected domain whose boundary is contained in ∂An+1 ∪AMn+1(R)(f),
by (3.10). Since Qn+1 ⊂ {z : rn+1 < |z| < 2rn+1}, we deduce that f(Gn)
contains the domain Gn+1 defined as the component of Qn+1,jn+1 \ AMn+1(R)(f)
whose boundary contains αn+1,jn+1 .
Repeating this process, we obtain a sequence of domains Gm ⊂ Qm,jm , m ≥ n,
such that
f(Gm) ⊃ Gm+1, m ≥ n.
Hence Gn contains a point z
′ such that
fm−n(z′) ∈ Gm ⊂ Qm,jm , for m ≥ n,
by Lemma 2.4. It now follows from the final statement of Theorem 3.3 that
z′ = fn(z(jn)), so fn(z(jn)) ∈ Gn. Since fn(z(jn)) ∈ AMn(R)(f) it follows that
fn(z(jn)) ∈ ∂Gn. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3
In the proof of Theorem 1.3, we shall suppose that for every R > R(f) the set
AR(f) is not a spider’s web and deduce that there exists a dense set of values
of R ∈ (R(f),∞) such that AR(f) contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint
unbounded connected Fσ sets. First, recall that for all R > R(f), the set AR(f)
has the property that each of its components is closed and unbounded, and lies
in {z : |z| ≥ R}; see [34, Theorem 1.1].
We continue to use all the notation from Theorems 3.3 and 4.1, and make use
of the results proved there. Suppose that r0 ≥ R1(f) and let R be given by
Theorem 3.3 (a), so r0 < R < 2r0. Each of the uncountably many Eremenko
points z = z(jn) found in Theorem 3.3 lies in an unbounded closed component
of AR(f), say Γ(jn).
We now introduce Γ(z(jn)), the unbounded connected Fσ subset of Γ(jn) contain-
ing z(jn), defined by (2.1), and show that, because AR(f) is not a spider’s web,
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the sets Γ(z(jn)) are pairwise disjoint. This proves the statement of Theorem 1.3
for this value of R.
Suppose then that z(jn) and z(j
′
n) are two Eremenko points, where (jn) and
(j′n) are different Wiman–Valiron itineraries, but Γ(z(jn)) and Γ(z(j
′
n)) are not
disjoint. Then, by Corollary 2.3, there exists a continuum K such that
(5.1) z(jn), z(j
′
n) ∈ K and K ⊂ AR(f).
Since (jn) and (j
′
n) are distinct, we can take N ≥ 0 such that fN(z(jn)) and
fN(z(j′n)) lie in distinct quadrilaterals QN,jN and QN,j′N , respectively. We note
that
fN(z(jn)), f
N(z(j′n)) ∈ fN(K) and fN(K) ⊂ AMN (R)(f),
by (5.1) and (3.10), and fN(K) is a continuum.
Without loss of generality we can assume that N = 0. We can also assume, by
relabelling, that z(jn) ∈ Q0,−1 ⊂ Q0 and z(j′n) ∈ Q0,1 ⊂ Q0. For simplicity, we
write z = z(jn), z
′ = z(j′n), Q = Q0,−1 and Q
′ = Q0,1, and denote the inner edges
of Q and Q′ by α and α′, respectively. We know from the proof of Theorem 3.3
that f maps both Q and Q′ conformally onto a cut annulus of the form
A = {w : 1
2
M(|z0|) < |w| < 2M(|z0|), | arg(w/f(z0)| < pi},
where z0 ∈ Q0,0, and f maps both α and α′ onto the inner boundary component
{w : |w| = 1
2
M(|z0|)} of A; see Figure 2.
Then let G denote the component of Q \AR(f) whose boundary contains α and
let G′ denote the component of Q′ \AR(f) whose boundary contains α′. We have
α ∪ α′ ⊂ {z : |z| < R}, Q ∩ {z : |z| < R} ⊂ G and Q′ ∩ {z : |z| < R} ⊂ G′,
by (4.2) and (4.3) with n = 0. Both G and G′ are simply connected, and are
mapped by f conformally onto the component, H say, of A \ AM(R)(f) whose
boundary contains {w : |w| = 1
2
r1}, where r1 = M(|z0|).
By the final statement of Theorem 4.1, in (4.3), we have z ∈ ∂G and z′ ∈ ∂G′.
Now we take a simple path γ ⊂ G for which γ \ γ is the union of a point, zα
say, that lies on the edge α and a continuum in ∂G that contains z but does not
contain any open arcs of ∂Q\AR(f). We can obtain such a path by, for example,
using a Riemann mapping of G onto the open unit disc D. Under this mapping,
any prime end of G whose impression contains z corresponds to a point ζz ∈ ∂D
and zα corresponds to a point ζzα ∈ ∂D. Then we can take γ to be the preimage
in G of the path in D consisting of the two radii from 0 to ζz and from 0 to ζzα ;
see [24] for the theory of prime ends and, in particular, Carathe´odory’s theorem
giving the correspondence between prime ends and boundary points of the open
unit disc.
Similarly, take a simple path γ′ ⊂ G′ for which γ′\γ′ is the union of a point on α′
and a continuum in ∂G′ that contains z′ but does not contain any open arcs of
∂Q′ \AR(f). Then let Γ denote the union of the paths γ, γ′ and the segment of
the inner edge of Q0 that joins the endpoints of these two paths in α and α
′.
Now recall from (5.1) that z and z′ both lie in a continuum K ⊂ AR(f) and put
∆ = K ∪ (Γ \ Γ). Then ∆ is a continuum, since z, z′ ∈ Γ \ Γ, and we note that
Γ \ Γ ⊂ AR(f), so ∆ ⊂ AR(f).
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Γ Q0,0
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Ω ∆ ⊂ AR(f)
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Γ
Q0,2
Q0
z′
γ′
zγ
Ω
∆ ⊂ AR(f)
Figure 2. Two possible locations of the continuum ∆ and the domain Ω
The statement here that Γ \ Γ ⊂ AR(f) is true because AR(f) is closed and Γ
does not accumulate at any points of ∂G or ∂G′ that are outside AR(f).
We consider the bounded domain Ω which is a component of the complement of
∆∪Γ = Γ∪K and whose boundary consists of Γ and a subset of the continuum ∆.
Since ∆ ⊂ AR(f) ⊂ {z : |z| ≥ R}, we deduce by (4.2) and (4.3) that at least one
of the following must be the case:
Q0,0 ∩ {z : |z| < |z0|} ⊂ Ω or Q0,2 ∩ {z : |z| < |z0|} ⊂ Ω,
depending on the location of the continuum ∆. The two possibilities are illus-
trated in Figure 2.
In either case, we deduce that f(Ω) is a bounded domain that contains an open
annulus of the form A(1
2
r1,
1
2
r1 + ε), for some ε > 0.
Now,
∂f(Ω) ⊂ f(∂Ω) ⊂ f(Γ) ∪ f(∆),
and we claim that f(Γ) does not meet the boundary, C say, of the set which is the
union of f(Ω) and its bounded complementary components. This is clearly the
case for the part of Γ lying in the inner edge of Q0, which maps to {w : |w| = 12r1},
and is also the case for f(γ) and f(γ′) because each of these paths has a preimage
path lying entirely in Q0,0 or Q0,2, and hence in Ω.
Therefore,
C ⊂ f(∆) ⊂ AM(R)(f),
so AM(R)(f) has a bounded complementary component and hence is a spider’s
web, by [34, Theorem 1.4]. This is a contradiction. Thus, the uncountably many
Eremenko points in AR(f) with distinct Wiman–Valiron itineraries lie in pairwise
disjoint unbounded connected Fσ subsets of AR(f).
We have now shown that if AR(f) is never a spider’s web, then for each r0 ≥
R1(f) there exists R ∈ (r0, 2r0) such that AR(f) contains uncountably many pair-
wise disjoint unbounded connected Fσ sets, each of the form Γ(z(jn)), where z(jn)
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is an Eremenko point and Γ(jn) is the component of AR(f) that contains z(jn).
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, we deduce that there exists a dense set
of values R in (R(f),∞) with this property.
Suppose that [R′, R′′] is any non-empty subinterval of (R(f),∞). Then, by the
definition of R(f), we have Mn(R′) → ∞ as n → ∞, so it follows from (3.11),
with c = logR′′/ logR′, that there exists N ∈ N such that
MN(R′′) = MN((R′)c) ≥MN(R′)c ≥ 2MN(R′) ≥ 2R1(f).
Therefore the interval (MN(R′),MN(R′′)) contains an interval of the form (r0, 2r0),
where r0 ≥ R1(f).
By the earlier part of the proof, we can find R0 ∈ (r0, 2r0) such that AR0(f)
contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint unbounded connected Fσ subsets
of AR0(f), each of the form Γ(z), where z is an Eremenko point. Now put R =
M−N(R0). Then R ∈ (R′, R′′) and we claim that AR(f) contains uncountably
many pairwise disjoint unbounded connected Fσ subsets. For if z is an Eremenko
point in AR0(f), and ζ ∈ f−N(z), then ζ ∈ AR(f) and we can use (2.1) to
define Γ(ζ) as an unbounded connected Fσ subset of AR(f) that contains ζ.
In this way we obtain uncountably many unbounded connected Fσ sets, since
fN(Γ(ζ)) ⊂ Γ(z), and the uncountably many sets Γ(z) are pairwise disjoint.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.2
The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses the sequences (rn), (zn), (Qn) and (An+1), n ≥ 0,
and the radius R > 0, which were defined in Theorem 3.3. Also, we put
Cn = {z : |z| = 2rn}, n ≥ 0,
which, for n ≥ 1, is a subset of the boundary of the cut annulus An.
Recall that the set Qn, n ≥ 0, consists of five quadrilaterals
Qn,j, j = −2, . . . , 2,
arranged in anticlockwise order around the origin, each of which is mapped one-
to-one and conformally by f onto the cut annulus An+1. We also put
En = ∂Qn ∩ f−1(Cn+1),
which is the outer edge of the quadrilateral Qn.
The following concept is fundamental to our proof. An escape channel at level n,
n ≥ 0, is a triple Σ = (Γ−,Φ,Γ+), where Γ−,Φ,Γ+ are disjoint unbounded
continua such that
(a) Γ−, Φ and Γ+ all lie in {z : |z| ≥ rn} and meet the circle Cn in closed
sets that include points of the form rne
iθ− , rne
iθ and rne
iθ+ , respectively,
where θ− < θ < θ+ < θ− + 2pi;
(b) Γ− ∪ Γ+ ⊂ I(f)c and Φ ⊂ AMn(R)(f).
The interior of an n-th level escape channel Σ = (Γ−,Φ,Γ+) is the complemen-
tary component of Γ− ∪ Cn ∪ Γ+ that contains Φ \ Cn. Two n-th level escape
channels are called disjoint if their interiors are disjoint. For any n-th level es-
cape channel Σ, the boundary of the interior of Σ contains a unique maximal
closed subarc of Cn called the entry of Σ. If the entry of one n-th level escape
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Qn−1,−2
Qn−1
Φ2
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Φ
Figure 3. Preimages of an n-th level escape channel
channel Σ is a subset of the entry of another n-th level escape channel Σ′, then
we write Σ ≺ Σ′.
The next lemma shows that any n-th level escape channel can be pulled back
under f and truncated to produce several disjoint (n−1)-th level escape channels.
Lemma 6.1. Let (Γ−,Φ,Γ+) be an n-th level escape channel, where n ≥ 1. Then
there exist four disjoint (n− 1)-th level escape channels,
(Γ−k ,Φk,Γ
+
k ), k = 0, . . . , 3,
such that
(6.1) f(Γ−k ) ⊂ Γ−, f(Φk) ⊂ Φ, f(Γ+k ) ⊂ Γ+, for k = 0, . . . , 3.
Proof. Since f maps each quadrilateral Qn−1,j, j = −2, . . . , 2, univalently onto
the cut annulus An, we deduce that there are at least four distinct triples of
preimage components of (Γ−,Φ,Γ+) that meet En−1 in disjoint compact sets,
which lie in order anticlockwise along En−1; see Figure 3. All these preimage
components are unbounded, by Lemma 2.1 (b); see also [6, Lemma 3.2]. More-
over, none of these preimage components has any points in the interior of Qn−1.
The preimage components of Φ are all in AMn−1(R)(f) and the preimage compo-
nents of Γ− and Γ+ are all in I(f)c.
We choose four of these triples, which consist of twelve unbounded continua,
all pairwise disjoint, and for each of these unbounded continua we take an un-
bounded closed connected subset of the intersection of the set with {z : |z| ≥
2rn−1} that meets Cn−1. This is possible by Corollary 2.2. These twelve sub-
sets lie in the same order (around Cn−1) as do the twelve unbounded continua
comprising the four triples (along En−1). Hence these twelve subsets form four
disjoint escape channels at level n − 1, which can be denoted by (Γ−k ,Φk,Γ+k ),
k = 0, . . . , 3, and with this notation it follows by the construction that (6.1)
holds. 
We now give the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let Γ be an unbounded continuum lying entirely in I(f)c.
Without loss of generality we may suppose that 0 ∈ Γ, by conjugating f with a
translation if necessary. Then, for n ≥ 0, we let Γ0(n, n) denote an unbounded
component of Γ∩{z : |z| ≥ 2rn} that meets Cn, which is possible by Corollary 2.2.
The reason for the notation Γ0(n, n) will become clear shortly.
We also introduce a single component, Φ0 say, of AR(f) which contains an
Eremenko point in the quadrilateral Q0,0, as constructed in Theorem 3.3. For
n ≥ 1, the set fn(Φ0) is contained in a component, Φn say, of AMn(R)(f). Then
Φn ∩ Qn 6= ∅, by Theorem 3.3 (a), so we have Φn ∩ Cn 6= ∅. Now let Φ0(n, n)
denote an unbounded component of Φn ∩ {z : |z| ≥ 2rn} that meets Cn, which
is possible by Corollary 2.2 again.
The triple (Γ0(n, n),Φ0(n, n),Γ0(n, n)) can be thought of as a degenerate escape
channel at level n, for which the two unbounded continua in I(f)c are identical.
The proof of Lemma 6.1 can readily be adapted to show that there are four
disjoint (n− 1)-th level escape channels,
(Γ−k (n− 1, n),Φk(n− 1, n),Γ+k (n− 1, n)), k = 0, . . . , 3,
such that
(6.2) f(Γ±k (n−1, n)) ⊂ Γ0(n, n), f(Φk(n−1, n)) ⊂ Φ0(n, n), for k = 0, . . . , 3.
We can now choose two of these four (n − 1)-th level escape channels with the
additional property that the interior of neither of these escape channels meets Γ.
This is possible since Γ ⊂ I(f)c and Φk(n− 1, n) ⊂ AMn−1(R)(f) for k = 0, . . . , 3.
We then relabel these two chosen escape channels as
(Γ−k (n− 1, n),Φk(n− 1, n),Γ+k (n− 1, n)), k = 0, 1,
and note that (6.2) remains true.
We now apply Lemma 6.1 in this way repeatedly to produce, for all n ≥ 1 and
0 ≤ m < n, a set of 2n−m escape channels at level m, denoted by
Σk(m,n) = (Γ
−
k (m,n),Φk(m,n),Γ
+(m,n)), k = 0, . . . , 2n−m − 1,
such that, for k = 0, . . . , 2n−m − 1,
f(Γ±k (m,n)) ⊂ Γ±[k/2](m+ 1, n), f(Φk(m,n)) ⊂ Φ[k/2](m+ 1, n),
and, in addition,
Σk(m,n) ≺ Σ[k/2](m,n− 1), for k = 0, . . . , 2n−m − 1.
Hence we have, for m = 0, by induction,
(6.3) Γ±k (0, n) ⊂ I(f)c, Φk(0, n) ⊂ AR(f), for k = 0, . . . , 2n − 1,
and
(6.4) Σk(0, n) ≺ Σ[k/2](0, n− 1), for k = 0, . . . , 2n − 1,
For n ≥ 1 and k = 0, . . . , 2n − 1, we let σk(0, n) denote the entry to the chan-
nel Σk(0, n). Then each σk(0, n) is a closed arc of C0 which has endpoints in
Γ±k (0, n) ⊂ I(f)c and contains a point of Φk(0, n) ⊂ AR(f), by (6.3). Also,
(6.5) σk(0, n) ⊂ σ[k/2](0, n− 1), for k = 0, . . . , 2n − 1,
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by (6.4). Now let
Sn =
2n−1⋃
k=0
σk(0, n), n = 1, 2, . . . .
Then (Sn) is a nested sequence of compact subsets of C0, whose intersection S
has, by (6.5), uncountably many components, and all but at most countably
many of these must be singletons.
Let {ζ} be a singleton component of S. Then we deduce that there is a sequence
of points ζn ∈ C0 and integers k(n), for n ≥ 1, such that
(6.6) ζn ∈ σk(n)(0, n) ∩ Φk(n)(0, n) for n ≥ 1, and {ζ} =
∞⋂
n=1
σk(n)(0, n).
In particular, ζn → ζ as n→∞.
Then Φˆk(n)(0, n) = Φk(n)(0, n) ∪ {∞}, n ≥ 0, forms a sequence of continua in
Cˆ, so we may assume, by taking a subsequence if necessary, that Φˆk(n)(0, n)
converges with respect to the Hausdorff metric on Cˆ to a continuum in Cˆ con-
taining ∞ and ζ; see [14, pages 37–39]. Since AR(f) is closed, the part of this
limiting continuum in C is contained in AR(f). Hence ζ lies in an unbounded
closed connected subset of AR(f), which we denote by Φζ . We denote by Iζ the
component of I(f) ∩ {z : |z| ≥ 2r0} that contains Φζ .
Suppose now that ζ and ζ ′ are distinct singleton components of S. Then we claim
that Iζ and Iζ′ are disjoint. Indeed, it follows by (6.6) that there are unbounded
continua in I(f)c, which lie in {z : |z| ≥ 2r0} and which meet C0 at points that
lie on either side of ζ and as close as we like to ζ. This proves our claim.
To summarise what we have proved, the set I(f)∩{z : |z| ≥ 2r0} has uncountably
many components Iζ , ζ ∈ S, each of which contains an unbounded continuum Φζ
such that ζ ∈ Φζ ⊂ AR(f). Moreover, for any two distinct singleton components
of S, {ζ} and {ζ ′} say, there are unbounded continua in I(f)c, which lie in
{z : |z| ≥ 2r0} and separate Iζ from Iζ′ .
Now let D be any open disc that meets J(f). Then, by the blowing up property
of J(f), there exists N ∈ N such that
Dn = f˜n(D) ⊃ {z : |z| ≤ 2r0}, for n ≥ N.
Here the notation U˜ denotes the union of the set U with all its bounded com-
plementary components. By what we proved above, the set C \ DN contains
uncountably many components of I(f) \ DN , each meeting ∂DN and contain-
ing an unbounded continuum in AR(f), and each pair of these components is
separated in I(f) \DN by an unbounded continuum in I(f)c.
Since ∂DN ⊂ ∂fN(D) ⊂ fN(∂D), we deduce that there is an arc α of ∂D
such that fN(α) is an arc of ∂DN that contains points of uncountably many
components of I(f) \ DN each containing an unbounded continuum in AR(f),
and each pair of which is separated in C \ DN by an unbounded continuum in
I(f)c that meets fN(α).
Hence, by another application of Lemma 2.1, there are uncountably many com-
ponents of I(f) \D each containing an unbounded continuum in
f−N(AR(f)) ⊂ A(f) ⊂ I(f),
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and each pair of which is separated in C \ D by an unbounded continuum in
I(f)c that meets the arc α. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Remark The analogous result to Theorem 1.2 concerning the set A(f) has a
proof that is identical to the proof of Theorem 1.2, with I(f) replaced by A(f)
throughout.
7. Properties of multiply connected wandering domains
In this section, we recall some known properties of multiply connected wandering
domains, which are needed to prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. In the first result, we
give some basic properties, including the result of Baker that, for transcendental
entire functions, multiply connected wandering domains are the only multiply
connected Fatou components.
Lemma 7.1. Let f be a transcendental entire function, let U be a multiply
connected Fatou component of f , let Un = f
n(U) for n ∈ N0, and suppose that
R > R(f). Then U is a bounded wandering domain and, more precisely,
(a) each Un, n ∈ N, is a bounded Fatou component of f ;
(b) Un+1 surrounds Un for sufficiently large n, and dist (∂Un, 0) → ∞ as
n→∞;
(c) Un ⊂ AR(f), for sufficiently large n, and AR(f) is a spider’s web;
(d) all the components of J(f) and hence of AR(f) ∩ J(f) are bounded;
(e) each component of ∂Un, for sufficiently large n, is contained in a distinct
component of AR(f) ∩ J(f);
(f) f has no exceptional points, that is, no points with a finite backward orbit.
See [1, Theorem 3.1] for properties (a) and (b), and [34, Theorem 4.4, Corol-
lary 6.1 and Theorem 1.3] for properties (c), (d) and (e). Property (f) holds
because if f has an exceptional point α, then f(z) = α + (z − α)m exp(g(z)),
where m ≥ 0 and g is entire [5, Section 2.2], and it follows that α is an asymptotic
value of f , which is impossible by property (b).
In order to define the notion of inner connectivity, which is used in the statement
of Theorem 1.6, we need the following result [7, Theorem 1.3]. This strength-
ens an earlier result of Zheng [38] showing that multiply connected wandering
domains contain large annuli.
Lemma 7.2. Let f be a transcendental entire function with a multiply connected
wandering domain U , let z0 ∈ U and put rn = |fn(z0)| and Un = fn(U) for
n ∈ N0. Then there exist α > 0 and sequences (an) and (bn) with
0 < an < 1− α < 1 + α < bn, for n ∈ N0,
such that, for sufficiently large n ∈ N,
Bn = A(r
an
n , r
bn
n ) ⊂ Un.
Moreover, for every compact subset C of U , we have fn(C) ⊂ Bn for n ≥ N(C).
In view of this last property we often describe the large annuli Bn as ‘absorbing’.
We then define the inner connectivity of Un to be the connectivity of the domain
Un ∩ {z : |z| < rn} and the outer connectivity of Un to be the connectivity of the
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domain Un ∩ {z : |z| > rn}. We also define the outer boundary component of a
bounded domain U to be the boundary of the unbounded component of C \ U ,
denoted by ∂outU , and the inner boundary component of U to be the boundary
of the component of C \ U that contains 0, if there is one, denoted by ∂innU .
The inner connectivity of a multiply connected wandering domain can behave in
one of two ways, given by the following lemma; see [7, Theorem 8.1(b)].
Lemma 7.3. Let f be a transcendental entire function, let U be a multiply
connected wandering domain of f, and let Un = f
n(U) for n ∈ N0. Then there
exists N ∈ N such that exactly one of the following holds:
(a) Un has infinite inner connectivity for all n ≥ N ;
(b) Un has finite inner connectivity for all n ≥ N, which decreases with n,
eventually reaching the value 2.
Remark It is clear from this lemma that the concept of eventual inner connectiv-
ity of a multiply connected wandering domain (see [7]) is well defined, and that
the eventual inner connectivity can take the values infinity or 2.
To prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, we use another property of multiply connected
wandering domains, proved as part of [35, Lemma 3.2].
Lemma 7.4. Let f be a transcendental entire function, let U be a multiply
connected wandering domain of f, and let Un = f
n(U) for n ∈ N0. Then there
exists N ∈ N and a sequence of annuli B′n = A(r′n, r′′n) ⊂ Un, for n ≥ N , such
that
(7.1) f(B′n) ⊂ B′n+1, for n ≥ N.
In particular, if R ∈ (r′N , r′′N), then
(7.2) {z : |z| = Mn−N(R)} ⊂ Un, for n ≥ N.
The final result in this section describes the three possible types of complemen-
tary components that a multiply connected wandering domain can have. We
discuss the possible existence of these types of components in the next section.
Lemma 7.5. Let f be a transcendental entire function with a multiply connected
wandering domain U and let K be a bounded complementary component of U .
(a) For all n ∈ N, the set fn(K) is a bounded complementary component of
fn(U).
(b) The component K is of one of the following types:
1. the interior of K meets J(f) and, for sufficiently large n ∈ N, the set
fn(K) is the complementary component of fn(U) that contains 0;
2. the interior of K is a union of Fatou components;
3. K has empty interior.
(c) If K is of type 2 or type 3, then every point of ∂K is the limit of points
lying in distinct type 1 complementary components.
Proof. The result of part (a) may be well known, but we include a proof for
completeness; see also [20, Theorem 3.1(ii)] for the result of part (a) in a more
general setting. It is sufficient to consider the case n = 1.
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Since f(K) is connected there is a unique complementary component, L say, of
V = f(U) such that f(K) ⊂ L. We show that f(K) = L.
Let Vn, n ∈ N, be a smooth exhaustion of V ; that is, Vn are smooth domains
such that Vn ⊂ Vn+1, for n ∈ N, and
⋃
n∈N Vn = V . Then L lies in a unique
component, Hn say, of C \ Vn, for each n ∈ N. Each Hn is a Jordan domain with
its boundary in V , Hn+1 ⊂ Hn, for n ∈ N, and
⋂
n∈NHn = L, since (Vn) is an
exhaustion of V .
Now let Gn, n = 1, 2, . . . , denote the component of f
−1(Hn) that contains K.
Then ∂Gn ⊂ U and f : Gn → Hn is a proper map, so Gn+1 ⊂ Gn, for n ∈ N.
Then K ′ =
⋂
n∈NGn is a compact connected set such that f (K
′) = L. Indeed,
f(Gn) = Hn, for n ∈ N, so the inclusion
f
(⋂
n∈N
Gn
)
⊂
⋂
n∈N
Hn
is clear, and the reverse inclusion also holds since if w ∈ ⋂n∈NHn, then there
exists zn ∈ Gn such that f(zn) = w, for all n ∈ N, and hence f(z) = w for some
z ∈ ⋂n∈NGn, by compactness.
We now show that K ′ = K. Clearly, K ⊂ K ′ and also K ′ ⊂ C \ U , since
f(K ′) = L ⊂ C \ V , so K ′ = K and hence f(K) = L, as required.
To prove part (b), suppose that the interior of K meets J(f). Since f has no
exceptional values, the backward orbit of 0 accumulates at every point of J(f),
so we deduce that intK must contain a point z such that for some n ∈ N we have
fn(z) = 0. It follows by part (a) that fn(K) is the complementary component
of fn(U) that contains 0.
Since ∂K ⊂ J(f), part (c) also follows immediately from the fact that the
backward orbit of 0 accumulates at every point of J(f). 
8. complementary components of multiply connected
wandering domains
In this section we prove the following result, which arose from discussions with
Markus Baumgartner and Walter Bergweiler. We use Theorem 8.1 in the proof of
Theorem 1.6, and it also has considerable interest in its own right. For example,
it shows that in some cases a multiply connected wandering domain can have
uncountably many complementary components of type 3, that is, ones with no
interior. It was not previously known whether such complementary components
could exist.
Theorem 8.1. Let f be a transcendental entire function with a multiply con-
nected wandering domain U , let N be so large that the inner and outer connec-
tivity of UN are defined.
(a) If UN has infinite inner connectivity, then
(i) UN has uncountably many complementary components that accumu-
late at the inner boundary component of UN ;
(ii) UN has uncountably many complementary components with no inte-
rior (type 3), as has U ;
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(iii) the outer connectivity of UN is either 2 or uncountable.
(b) If UN has finite inner connectivity, then the outer connectivity of UN
is finite or countable, and the complementary components accumulate
nowhere in UN except possibly at the outer boundary component of UN .
As far as we know, it is an open question whether a multiply connected wandering
domain can have type 2 complementary components and also whether it can have
complementary components that are singleton sets.
We have the following corollary of Theorem 8.1 (b), together with Lemma 7.5 (c)
and Lemma 7.3 (a), which was also given in Baumgartner’s PhD thesis [4, The-
orem 3.1.25]; see the remark after Lemma 7.3 for the meaning of ‘eventual inner
connectivity’.
Corollary 8.2. Let f be a transcendental entire function with a multiply con-
nected wandering domain U . Then U has eventual inner connectivity 2 if and
only if all the complementary components of U are of type 1.
Examples of transcendental entire functions with multiply connected wandering
domains having either infinite inner connectivity or finite inner connectivity were
given in [9, Remarks following Theorem 1.3]. Other examples with finite inner
connectivity were given in [10] and in [18].
Proof of Theorem 8.1. (a) Put n0 = N . Since Un0 has infinite inner connectivity
and J(f) is closed, we deduce from Lemma 2.1 (b) that there exists a Jordan
curve γ0 in Un0 which surrounds at least one component of U
c
n0
and does not
surround 0. Then, by Lemma 7.2, together with the argument principle, there
exists n1 ∈ N such that fn1−n0(γ0), lies in the absorbing annulus Bn1 and winds at
least once round 0. By Lemma 7.3, we can take disjoint Jordan curves γn1,1 and
γn1,2 in Un1 , with disjoint interiors, which each surround at least one component
of U cn1 , do not surround 0, and lie in the bounded component of B
c
n1
, and then
repeat the process above for each of γn1,1 and γn1,2.
Continuing in this way, we can construct a strictly increasing sequence of positive
integers (nm) and, for m ∈ N, disjoint Jordan curves γnm,1 and γnm,2, with disjoint
interiors, which each surround at least one component of U cnm , do not surround 0,
and lie in the bounded component of Bcnm , such that
fnm+1−nm(γnm,j) surrounds γnm+1,k, for m ∈ N, j, k = 1, 2.
We now show that there exist points in J(f) whose images under fnm lie in
the interior of any specified choice of the Jordan curves γnm,jm , for m ∈ N,
jm ∈ {1, 2}. To prove this we consider the sequence of compact sets (En),
defined as follows:
• for n = nm,m ≥ 0, we take En to be the union of γnm,jm and int γnm,jm ;
• for nm < n < nm+1, m ≥ 0, we take En to be fn−nm(Enm).
It is clear that the sequence (En0+k), k ≥ 0, satisfies all the hypotheses of
Lemma 2.4, so there exists ζ ∈ J(f) such that fk(ζ) ∈ En0+k for k ≥ 0 and, in
particular,
(8.1) fnm−n0(ζ) is surrounded by γnm,jm , for m ∈ N.
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Since we have two choices of the Jordan curve at each stage (after the first), this
gives rise to uncountably many points of J(f), each of which has the property
that its images lie in the interiors of the specified Jordan curves. Each such
point, ζ say, must be contained in a complementary component, Kζ say, of Un0 ,
and we claim that if (8.1) holds, then
(8.2) fnm−n0(Kζ) is surrounded by γnm,jm , for m ∈ N,
from which it follows that all such complementary components Kζ , arising from
points with different ‘itineraries’ (jm), are distinct. Hence Un0 = UN has un-
countably many complementary components, as required.
To deduce (8.2) from (8.1), we note that, for m ∈ N, each complementary com-
ponent of Un0 must map under f
nm−n0 onto a complementary component of Unm ,
by Lemma 7.5. It follows, in particular, that the complementary component Kζ
must map under fnm−n0 to the complementary component of Unm that contains
fnm(ζ), so this complementary component of Unm must be surrounded by γnm,jm .
This proves (8.2).
These complementary components of Un0 must accumulate at the inner bound-
ary component of Un0 for otherwise we could find a Jordan curve γ ⊂ Un0 that
surrounds the inner boundary component of Un0 but no other boundary compo-
nents. For n sufficiently large fn(γ) must lie in Bn0+n and wind at least once
round 0, which contradicts the fact that Un0+n has infinite inner connectivity.
This proves part (a)(i). It follows that UN has uncountably many complemen-
tary components with no interior, since it can have only countably many with
interior. To obtain the same result for U , we can apply a similar argument to
that in the above proof, but start with a Jordan curve in U that surrounds at
least one complementary component of U . This proves part (a)(ii).
To prove part (a)(iii), we observe that if a complementary component, K say, of
Un0 exists outside Bn0 and γ is a Jordan curve in Un0 that surrounds K, then
for n sufficiently large fn(γ) must lie in Bn0+n and wind at least once round 0,
and hence γ must surround uncountably many complementary components of
Un0 .
To prove part (b), we suppose that the inner connectivity of UN is finite. Let γ
be a Jordan curve in UN that surrounds at least one boundary component of UN .
Then there exists n ∈ N such that fn(γ) lies in BN+n and winds at least once
round 0. Then fn(γ) winds round at most finitely many components of U cN+n,
so γ surrounds at most finitely many components of U cN . It follows that UN has
at most countably many complementary components, so the outer connectivity
of UN is at most countable, and also that the complementary components of UN
do not accumulate at any point of UN except possibly at the outer boundary
component of UN . 
9. Proofs of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6
In this section we prove our results about the components of the sets I(f)∩J(f),
A(f) ∩ J(f) and AR(f) ∩ J(f) in the case when f has a multiply connected
wandering domain.
We begin by proving Theorem 1.5. Here we use a variation of an argument we
introduced in [32] and [35].
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. Theorem 1.5 states that for any transcendental entire
function f with a multiply connected wandering domain, the set I(f) ∩ J(f)
has uncountably many components. Given such a function f , let B′n, n ≥ 0, be
the open annuli given by Lemma 7.4 and for each n ≥ 0 let En denote the closed
annulus lying precisely between B′n and B
′
n+1. Then, any component, Γ say, of
I(f) ∩ J(f) must satisfy
f j(Γ) ⊂ Enj , for j ≥ 0,
for some sequence (nj), since the annuli B
′
n ⊂ F (f) for n ≥ 0.
We show that uncountably many components of I(f) ∩ J(f) arise in this way.
By (7.1),
∂f(En) ⊂ f(∂En) ⊂ B′n+1 ∪B′n+2, for n ≥ 0,
so
(9.1) f(En) ⊃ En+1, for n ≥ 0.
Also, since the annuli B′n lie in distinct Fatou components of f , we deduce that
(9.2) En ∩ J(f) 6= ∅, for n ≥ 0.
Next we put
E ′n = B
′
n ∪ En ∪B′n+1, for n ≥ 0,
and let Fn denote the bounded component of C \E ′n. Then it follows from (7.1)
that, for each n ≥ 0, we have exactly one of the following possibilities:
(9.3) f(E ′n) ⊂ E ′n+1,
or
(9.4) f(E ′n) ⊃ Fn+1, so f(En) ⊃ Fn+1 ⊃ En.
If (9.3) holds for all n ≥ N , say, then each E ′n, n ≥ N , is contained in the Fatou
set of f , by Montel’s theorem, and this contradicts the fact that each En and
hence each E ′n meets J(f). Thus there is a strictly increasing sequence nj ≥ 0
such that (9.4) holds for n = nj, j ∈ N, so
(9.5) f(Enj) ⊃ Enj , for j ∈ N.
We now observe that there are uncountably many increasing sequences s of non-
negative integers, each of which includes all the non-negative integers and some
repetitions of the integers nj, j ∈ N. For each of these sequences, the properties
(9.1), (9.2) and (9.5) allow us to apply Lemma 2.4 to give a point in J(f) whose
orbit passes through the annuli En in a manner determined by the sequence s.
For two such distinct sequences s, we obtain (since the annuli B′n all lie in F (f))
two distinct components of I(f) ∩ J(f). (Note that we can obtain a component
with a prescribed rate of escape by specifying an appropriate sequence s.) Since
there are uncountably many distinct such sequences s, there are uncountably
many distinct components of I(f) ∩ J(f), as required. 
Finally we prove Theorem 1.6.
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Proof of Theorem 1.6. Part (a) states that if U is a multiply connected wander-
ing domain of a transcendental entire function f with infinite inner connectivity
and R > R(f), then AR(f)∩J(f) and A(f)∩J(f) have uncountably many com-
ponents. By Lemma 7.1 (c) we can take N so large that UN = fN(U) ⊂ AR(f).
By Theorem 8.1 (a)(i), we know that UN has uncountably many complementary
components. The boundaries of these complementary components are subsets of
AR(f) ∩ J(f) and A(f) ∩ J(f), so the result follows.
Part (b) states that there exists a transcendental entire function f with a multiply
connected wandering domain and R > R(f) such that AR(f) ∩ J(f) and
A(f)∩J(f) each have only countably many components. This property holds for
a remarkable example constructed by Bishop of a transcendental entire function
f whose Julia set has dimension 1; see [10, Theorem 1.3]. For the reader’s
convenience, we outline the proof of this property of the components of
AR(f) ∩ J(f) and A(f) ∩ J(f).
Bishop’s function has a multiply connected wandering domain U whose forward
orbit Un = f
n(U) has the following topological properties. For n ≥ 0,
• the boundary components of Un are all Jordan curves;
• the inner boundary component of Un+1 is identical to the outer boundary
component of Un;
• the outer connectivity of Un is countably infinite and the inner connec-
tivity is 2.
By Lemma 7.2, we can also assume that there exists R > R(f) such that
(9.6) {z : |z| = Mn(R)} ⊂ Un, for n ≥ 0.
In fact Bishop’s proof in [10] gives the property (9.6) as a part of the construction.
It turns out that for this function f any point ζ ∈ A(f) ∩ J(f) must lie in one
of the countably many boundary components of one of the domains Un or a pre-
image of such a boundary component. If not, then it follows, by the properties of
the wandering domain given above, that, for all n ≥ 0, the point fn(ζ) must lie
in the interior of a type 1 complementary component of Uk(n), for some integer
k(n). By Lemma 7.5 (b), any such complementary component of Uk(n) must map,
for some m ∈ N, to the complementary component of fm(Uk(n)) = Uk(n)+m that
contains 0, so fm+n(ζ) belongs to a type 1 complementary component of U` for
some ` ≤ k(n) + m − 1. Therefore, there exists a sequence of positive integers
(nj) such that
k(nj) ≤ k(nj−1) + nj − nj−1 − 1, for j ∈ N,
and hence
k(nj)− nj ≤ d− j, for j ∈ N,
where d = k(n0)− n0. Thus
fnj(ζ) ∈ U˜d+nj−j, for j ∈ N.
Recall that the notation V˜ denotes the union of V with its bounded complemen-
tary components. Therefore, by (9.6),
|fnj(ζ)| ≤Md+nj−j+1(R), for j ∈ N,
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which implies that ζ /∈ A(f), a contradiction. Hence there are only countably
many components of A(f)∩J(f), and similarly only countably many components
of AR(f) ∩ J(f). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
We remark that a large class of transcendental entire functions with topological
properties similar to Bishop’s example was constructed by Baumgartner [4].
10. Open questions
In this final section we discuss several interesting questions, which arise in con-
nection with our new results.
Question 10.1. Let f be a transcendental entire function. For each of the sets
I(f), A(f) and AR(f), where R > R(f), is it the case that the set is either
connected or it has uncountably many components?
Theorem 1.2 gives a partial answer to this question for I(f), since it states that
if I(f)c contains an unbounded continuum, in particular if I(f) is disconnected,
then the set I(f)\D, where D is any open disc that meets J(f), has uncountably
many unbounded components, and there is a similar partial result for A(f).
These results raise the following question about I(f), and there is a similar
question about A(f).
Question 10.2. Does there exist a transcendental entire function f such that
I(f) is connected and I(f)c contains an unbounded continuum?
As noted in the introduction, the function f(z) = ez has the property that I(f) is
connected and there is an unbounded connected set in the complement of I(f);
see [23, Example 2]. We do not know, however, whether such an unbounded
connected set can be taken to be closed for this function. Note that in our proof
of Theorem 1.2 we make strong use of the fact that the unbounded connected
set Γ in I(f)c is closed.
Theorem 1.3 is a step towards answering Question 10.1 for AR(f) but it leaves
a number of questions open, which we now collect together.
Question 10.3. (a) In Theorem 1.3, can we replace the ‘unbounded con-
nected Fσ sets’ in AR(f) by ‘unbounded continua’ in AR(f) or even better
by ‘components’ of AR(f)?
(b) In Theorem 1.3, can we replace the ‘dense set’ of values of R > R(f) by
‘all’ R > R(f)?
(c) Does there exist a transcendental entire function f such that the set AR(f)
is connected for some R > 0 but AR(f) is not a spider’s web?
We conclude by stating two questions about the complementary components
of multiply connected wandering domains. First recall that in Lemma 7.5 (b)
we described three types of complementary components of multiply connected
wandering domains. It is well known that there are many examples of type 1
and we showed in Theorem 8.1 (a) (ii) that type 3 complementary components,
that is, ones with no interior, occur whenever a multiply connected wandering
domain has infinite inner connectivity.
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Question 10.4. Let f be a transcendental entire function and let U be a multiply
connected wandering domain of f . Is it possible for U to have complementary
components of type 2, that is, ones with interior that is a union of Fatou com-
ponents?
Corollary 8.2 shows that if such type 2 components exist, then U must have
infinite inner connectivity.
Question 10.5. Let f be a transcendental entire function and let U be a multiply
connected wandering domain of f with infinite inner connectivity. Is it possible,
or indeed necessary, that U has (uncountably many) singleton complementary
components?
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